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Inuit have lived along the shoreline of the frozen Arctic Ocean for centuries. Our
wellbeing, culture, and identity are closely tied to safe and dependable ice access. As
the ice becomes more unpredictable with a changing climate, Elders and experienced
ice users recognize that their accumulated wisdom and experience of safe ice
travel—their Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ; a term used to describe Inuit knowledge
and values) of sea-ice—must be shared and applied in new ways for the benefit of
younger generations. Here we illustrate one such application that enables young Inuit
scientists to learn and apply the tools and skills they need to create operational
community-scale sea-ice maps (Sikumik Qaujimajjuti, or “tool to know how the ice
is”). Our cross-cultural partnership approach—called the Sikumiut-SmartICE
model—focuses on developing the skills of young Inuit to create the maps, while
non-Indigenous partners provide mentorship, tools, and training. Our novel maps
incorporate culturally relevant ice terminology, on-ice monitoring data and
observations, and IQ-grounded interpretations of ice features and travel conditions
from near-real time optical and radar satellite imagery. The layers of data are integrated
into a local GIS, enabling the creation of maps that reflect local and seasonal travel
patterns and meet our information needs in information content, extent and frequency.
The maps are posted and shared through social media platforms preferred by the
community. Themaps are a trusted source of travel information because they aremade
by one of our own, using local language, experience, and IQ. The Sikumik Qaujimajjuti
program illustrates the incredible potential of Indigenous self-determination in
cryospheric science when the scientific merit of IQ is fully recognized, when
Indigenous researchers are able to access technologies and training to apply their
IQ, andwhennon-Indigenous partnersmentor and support young Indigenous scientists.
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1 Introduction

Through this Perspective piece we, as Inuit scientists living and working on sea-ice, share
with the cryospheric science community the value of our Indigenous knowledge, Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit, referred to as IQ (see Kalluak, 2017 for a detailed explanation) and
illustrate how its application can benefit our society and fill critical ice information gaps.
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The authorship also includes our non-Indigenous mentors with whom
we co-designed the training to realize this opportunity. We are all
either staff or associates of the northern social enterprise called
SmartICE (smartice.org), which empowers Indigenous communities
in Canada with the tools and information we need to travel safely on
ice. We begin by describing the importance of ice for Inuit and the
critical role that our IQ plays in keeping us safe on the ice. We then
explain why our communities asked us to create new IQ-based tools to
support safe ice travel, how we went about designing a training
curriculum to help us make these tools, and what feedback our
communities gave us on our prototype maps. This perspective
piece is a product of our reflections on our process, suggestions on
how the cryospheric science community can support Indigenous self-
determination within our shared discipline and how in turn, our
approaches and data can advance the field itself.

1.1 Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) and living
with ice

Sea-ice is critical to maintaining Arctic ecosystem health and
wildlife habitat in addition to regulating global climate (ECCC,
2021). As Inuit, we have a living connection to sea-ice, depending
on it as a transportation and hunting platform. Our seasonal calendar
reflects the stability and movement of the ice and our language is
infused with terminology to describe dynamic and local ice features
and characteristics. However, warmer air and water temperatures are
shortening the ice season, as well as decreasing the thickness and
spatial extent of the ice (Cooley et al., 2020). Our Inuit communities
are facing rapidly changing and dangerous ice conditions for travel
(Ford et al., 2019; Sharma et al., 2020). In general, our communities
have noticed that the sea-ice is forming later in the season and
breaking up earlier. Currents are getting stronger, and the wind is
becoming less predictable in strength, timing and direction (Simonee
et al., 2021). Changes in rainfall patterns and river and glacier
meltwater discharge are also noticed (Inuit Circumpolar Council,
2014). Wind, currents, and freshwater input play a significant role
in ice formation, which has contributed to thinner ice that is weaker
and less stable than Elders remember (NTI, 2004).

Our Indigenous knowledge (Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, IQ) specific
to sea-ice, is here described as “sea-ice IQ”. IQ is not limited to
knowledge that has been accumulated over generations of ice travel,
but also includes our Inuit values and principles, with a recognition of
the dynamic nature of knowledge and society (ICC, 2015). While safe
travel practices are similar across all communities, the ice characteristics,
timing, and terminology can vary considerably. Sharing local sea-ice IQ
is critical to ensure that all ice users in that area are aware of the
normally safe and dangerous ice conditions that vary throughout the ice
season. Unfortunately the intergenerational transfer of sea-ice IQ has
been interrupted by colonization, with Inuit youth being removed from
their homes, families, and the teaching of Elders (TRC, 2015). The
resulting loss of experiential mentorship, language, and communication
between Elders and youth have created a decline in ice terminology
usage and knowledge of local ice conditions and practices (Heyes, 2011).
More than ever, sea-ice IQ needs to be shared with youth to ensure safe
local ice travel, particularly as access to the land and ice for country food
is so important (Sadowsky, 2019).

Elders and experienced ice users in our communities have responded
to this need by finding new ways to share their sea-ice IQ with youth

beyond the traditional ways of demonstration and practice. Information is
shared through community radio reports and social media posts (eg.,
Facebook and SIKU) and through the creation of local illustrated ice
terminology books, travel safety posters, and seasonal maps of IQ travel
hazards (https://smartice.org/ice-safety/) Wilson K. J. et al., 2021a).
SmartICE was asked to help with this process by training us in
workshop facilitation, terminology documentation, digital mapping, and
map and poster making (for details see Bell et al., 2022). This training in
turn led to new opportunities to apply this sea-ice IQ, including further
training to fill ice travel information gaps in our communities.

1.2 Current ice information sources and gaps

Inuit in northern communities are able to access publicly available
ice charts from the Canadian Ice Service, and optical and radar satellite
imagery through ESA’s EO Browser and SIKU (siku.org). SIKU is an
Indigenous Knowledge Social Network platform that provides those
living and working on the ice an opportunity to post information
relating to ice conditions or wildlife and to see weather, tides, a range
of recent satellite imagery, a satellite-derived ice roughness product,
and SmartICE monitoring data and maps specific for their
communities (Haavisto et al., 2020).

Programs such as SIKU and Alaska’s Sea Ice for Walrus Outlook
(SIWO) (Guy, 2021) provide a communication platform to share weather
and ice information products and Inuit observations. While these
programs have advanced our ability to access some satellite
information, significant gaps still remain in understanding how Earth
observation sensors work and how to interpret images from an Inuit user
perspective to help monitor ice conditions, particularly at a local level.
Radar imagery is particularly challenging to interpret, but essential for
monitoring ice conditions during freeze up in the winter darkness and
through cloud cover during spring break-up. Current ice products, such as
the Canadian Ice Service charts, are focused on safe shipping and broader
scale reporting, with complicated codes and spatial and temporal scales
not appropriate for community travel (Wilson et al., 2020).

With the support and guidance of our communities, and funding
from the Climate Justice Resilience Fund (CJRF, 2019), we embarked on a
collaborative project to design an ice travel safety map that would be
produced by and for communities, at a frequency and spatial scale that
matched local ice information needs. Critically, it includes IQ-grounded
interpretations of ice travel conditions from available optical and radar
satellite imagery, and incorporates our Inuktitut ice terminology, seasonal
travel hazards, and SmartICE ice monitoring data that we collect for our
communities. We called these maps and the training to make them
Sikumik Qaujimajjuti, meaning “a tool to know how the ice is”.

2 Sikumik Qaujimajjuti

Before we outline the training and map-making processes, it is
important that we introduce our cross-cultural partnership approach
with communities. One founding principle of SmartICE is to involve
Inuit in all aspects of its operation and decision-making. To this end, each
community participating in this SmartICE program convenes a
management committee composed of a cross-section of sea-ice users
to help direct our operations and identify local ice information needs. The
community management committee (CMC) in Mittimatalik (Nunavut),
self-titled Sikumiut (meaning “people of the ice”), was instrumental in co-
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designing with SmartICE a partnership approach that supports
community needs and Inuit self-determination in ice monitoring
(ITK, 2018; Wilson et al., 2020). In this Sikumiut–SmartICE model,
CMC members govern project activities and provide mentorship around
ice knowledge, while non-Indigenous SmartICE staff train andmentor us
with the technology skills to carry out the activities. CMCs are critical to
ensure that the sea-ice IQ we learn, document, and share is accurate, as it
provides the foundation for our interpretation of the satellite imagery.

2.1 Project goals and communities

Sikumik Qaujimajjuti is a training approach that provides us with
the opportunity and ability to acquire Earth observation technologies
and digital mapping skills. We then combine these with our sea-ice
observations and IQ, creating timely and relevant ice travel safety
maps for our communities. The IQ knowledge is recorded on paper
maps through participatory mapping (Wilson K. J. et al., 2021) and
digitized, becoming layers within our mapping application. Those data
include areas of known dangerous ice conditions during different
times of the season and safe travel routes. The near-real time satellite
information provides a regional view of the current conditions - the
extent and characteristics of the ice, including roughness and cracks,
which is an important detail for travelers. The satellite data does not
replace the use of sea-ice IQ amongst ice users, but supports mapping
decisions and adds information required to adapt travel behaviour to
changing ice conditions. The imagery also serves as another means of
sharing and discussing sea-ice knowledge (Laidler et al., 2011; Segal
et al., 2020; Bell et al., 2022).

The maps are made at spatial scales that reflect local travel patterns
and are produced on a schedule consistent with local sea-ice dynamics
and information needs. They are trusted by the community because
they are made by one of our own using local language, experience, and
IQ. These novel products offer new perspectives and terminology to
describe and understand the ice, offering relevant alternatives to the
traditional scientific classifications used for current ice products.

The project was piloted in our Nunavut communities of
Mittimatalik, Gjoa Haven, and Arctic Bay and our Nunatsiavut
community of Nain with the support of our local CMCs: Sikumiut,
Qiqiqtaqmiut (“people of the island”), Tuvaliriji (“people of the
landfast ice”), and Sikeusiutet (“people of the ice”), respectively.
There was at least one of us in each community who participated
in development of the curriculum, training, and creation of sea-
ice maps.

2.2 Our co-development and training
approaches

Co-development of the Sikumik Qaujimajjuti design, curriculum,
and training began with a working understanding of Inuit learning
principles, values, and best practices, through group activities and
individual interviews. The project training was structured to allow us
to engage with the work from our own communities through online
video-synchronous training and mapping sessions, without moving
south. While this placement was necessary due to COVID travel
restrictions, it also allowed us to consult frequently with our own
community members and keep local terminology, ice conditions, and
safety concerns at the forefront of our training and mapping. This

ensured we had the equipment and resources required to work locally.
The development of a team approach, where we supported each other
in the technical and interpretation aspects of the work, was considered
critical to maintaining local capability beyond the project, and was
integral to the overall project planning, implementation and support,
and our motivation. Team interpretation of sea-ice conditions
provided learning experiences for understanding radar principles,
sharing common knowledge of ice conditions, and building peer-
technical support. In-person workshops were critical to foster
teamwork, conduct formative evaluations, and provide
opportunities for on-ice ground truthing and training (Figure 1).

Two cohorts moved through four phases of training, which included
sea-ice (fundamentals, IQ including local ice features and terminology),
geographic information systems and cartography, introductory remote
sensing and interpretation, and radar remote sensing. Our first cohort
participated in the development of the design and instructional modality,
and acted as peer instructors and mentors for the second cohort. This
tandem approach allowed for a gradual shift to Inuit instructors, and
development of Inuit contextual learning resources and peer mentoring.
The subsequent leadership and mentoring provided by members of the
first cohort to the second improved communication and engagement
amongst the team, fostering a strong network with increasing
independence from the original instructors. This shift is necessary for
Indigenous self-determination and future advances in the direction of
decolonization. Throughout the program, the CMC’s members continue
to mentor our team on local sea-ice IQ and ice conditions (Bell et al.,
2022).

An Illianajutit (learning toolkit) was developed to act as a guiding
document for the instructional design of the training and the
development of curriculum and resources. This toolkit is an
iterative document designed to be responsive and reflective of Inuit
and adult learning principles, and provides instructional planning
templates (Moorman et al., 2021). A learning management system
holds the course materials, interactive learning tools, assessments, and
a portfolio generator of our work for our easy access.

2.3 Mapping

During the project pilot, weekly ice safety maps were generated for
three of our communities for two breakup seasons and one freeze-up
season. Describing the full methodology is beyond the scope of this
perspective piece, however a summary description of the process
follows. Early each week, we meet to discuss the area of focus and
scale, based on the needs and wants of each community. These needs
include, travel to particular locations for seasonal hunting and fishing,
intensity of travel (travel to nearby communities), or rapidly changing
ice conditions during the spring. We search for and download
appropriate satellite imagery, then review any available digitized
sea-ice IQ appropriate for the season. The IQ data is critical to
focus our attention on potentially dangerous areas and understand
where people are typically on the ice at that time. The basemap is
created by adding the satellite imagery into our GIS and applying basic
image enhancements. We review the imagery and IQ, and discuss and
interpret the potential ice features and conditions to be mapped
among our team. We digitize the sea-ice extent, ice features, and
conditions, and add symbology, labels, and colors to aid in the reading
of the map. In Figure 2, we illustrate two of these maps from
Mittimatalik and Gjoa Haven to show how the content and style
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reflect local ice conditions and terminology. As shown, in
Mittimatalik, the maps are produced in both Inuktitut and English
to support the dual language requirements of Elders and youth in the
community. Two key hunting areas are northwest and east of the
community, so inset maps are added to show these areas in detail. The
safety focus of this map is the floe edge (sinaa), areas of glacier and
river run-off, and leads and cracks in the ice, indicating the dangerous
travel conditions in the break-up season. In the Gjoa Haven map, the
area of focus is to the west of the community where large areas of ice
were mobile and unstable, despite being in the winter season. Moving
ice, cracks, and rough ice are represented by intense colors and
symbology to remind ice users to always check the ice thickness
with a harpoon. Both maps use symbology created by an Inuk artist to
support visual understanding of the map content, along with a legend
and text description to describe the conditions.

The maps are shared in preparation for weekend travel by printing
and posting in our communities, and through social media,
(particularly Facebook) where feedback, suggestions, and
verification are gathered (see Castleton, 2016; O’Donnell et al.,
2016 for importance of social media in northern communication).
The maps are also accessible through SIKU, in a format similar to
Facebook (as a static image within a social post). After sharing the
maps, we review feedback from Facebook polls, people in our
community, and our CMCs.

2.4 Community and personal benefits

As a result of the development of mapping skills and a
supportive Inuit team, we now have the capacity to create locally

responsive and culturally relevant maps within our own
communities. Also, our peer instructor approach demonstrated
that local mapping activities can be efficiently upscaled to new
communities. Through the training program we gained confidence
in our abilities to create sea-ice travel safety maps, and are proud to
be doing this work to help our communities. The work provides an
opportunity to bring us closer to our culture and connect with our
community on a different level. We are also learning more about
our own communities, through new perspectives from the imagery,
community members, and practice honing our knowledge of local
and regional ice conditions.

The Sikumik Qaujimajjuti maps contributed positively to safety
outcomes in several circumstances. Community members reported
checking the maps and using them to plan travel on the ice. Tour
operators, in Mittimatalik and Arctic Bay, for example, reported
consulting the maps before traveling to the floe edge, whereas in
Mittimatalik and Nain our SmartICE operators use the maps to
determine monitoring routes informed by the community input. Our
operators also contribute to the mapping process, with observations and
photos made during monitoring trips being incorporated into
community maps.

Just last week I got a message, someone wanted to know what the
ice conditions were like from here to another community that they
travel to really often. I showed them the image and there was this
area that was still pretty, how do you say—sketchy? So he decided
he was probably going to wait a while longer until it looks better.
So little things like that, it’s really nice to know that you’re making
a difference and helping people stay safe out on the ice (LB, 12 Jan
2022).

FIGURE 1
In-person workshops consisted of (A). GIS training and mentoring, (B). Hands-on remote sensing learning activities, (C). Team exercises in cartography
and (D). In situ sea-ice learning and ground truthing of radar and optical images.
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FIGURE 2
Examples of SikumikQaujimajjutimaps produced in 2022. (A). The June 6thMittimatalik, Nunavut, map focussed on dangerous run-off areas, cracks, and
the floe edge in two locations. The map is produced in both english and inuktitut to respond to the community desire to share the information in both
languages (cartographer: A. Arreak) (B). The February 8th map produced in Gjoa Haven, Nunavut, shows the area to the west of King William Island, where
rough and moving ice (orange and purple tones) could make traveling difficult and dangerous (cartographer: L. Beaulieu).
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3 Discussion

“It is our conviction that there is much to learn from Inuit
understandings of the processes, structures, and changes in sea-ice.
They understand the nuances and complexity of his dynamic
environment through long-term use and occupancy, and thus Inuit
sea-ice experts have a great deal to contribute to collective knowledge
of physical, human, and animal relationship with marine
environments (Aporta, Taylor, Laidler, 2011).

Our Indigenous knowledge is increasingly informing the field of
cryospheric science, but now we are also participating in and leading
the science, augmenting our sea-ice IQ with data and technology. The
shift is necessary and timely, as recognized in this work. As Inuit
community members and scientists, we have direct observations,
community knowledge and sea-ice IQ to form the basis of our
mapping, and we have excelled at interpreting subtle local ice
conditions and features on satellite imagery. We also have a deeper
responsibility tied to our mapping, and this is another reason we are
invested in keeping our communities and people safe. These personal
and Indigenous qualities all influence our mapping efforts and
contributions.

Our mapping work forms an important dataset upon which
ongoing monitoring can be based, with priorities and a
spatiotemporal scale and scope that are unique, as we track the
information most important for our travel. Our sea-ice seasons, ice
conditions, and our safety concerns are community-specific, and can
be quite different from one place to another. The contributions
however, reach beyond our northern communities to the wider
cryospheric community, providing an archive of sea-ice data and
local-scale sea-ice climatology that will be available to international
climate scientists for years to come, providing data for model
validation and assessment.

Relying and traveling on ice to maintain our lifestyle and culture
requires identifying and adapting to changing conditions. To do this
we need an understanding of the ice through both the lens of our sea-
ice IQ and our near-real time monitoring and mapping. The
application of our sea-ice IQ, development of our mapping skills,
and community management and leadership, are critical to the
advancement of our own cryospheric science and the ability to use
this science to protect lives and livelihoods.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we share advances in Indigenous cryospheric science
through our co-design of a recent SmartICE initiative called the
Sikumik Qaujimajjuti program. This responsive ice mapping
initiative by Inuit for Inuit across Inuit Nunangat integrates our
local IQ with near-real time satellite and monitoring data to
promote ice safety and awareness throughout the ice season.

The strong role of our community decision-makers supports our
self-reliance and confidence in the generation and community use of
these sea-ice travel safety maps. Sikumik Qaujimajjuti points the way
to one potential future for cryospheric science in which Indigenous
knowledge is a core element.

As knowledge holders of the long-term record of, and local
variability in, sea-ice conditions, Inuit are the “original Arctic
scientists” (Pedersen et al., 2020). Our Sikumik Qaujimajjuti skills

position us to lead our own studies to address our own priorities, while
also expanding the dialogue about cryospheric science for everyone.
(Castleton, 2016; O’Donnell et al., 2016; Ford et al., 2019; Cooley et al.,
2020; Sharma et al., 2020).
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